
Best 5 Places to Visit in Amsterdam
Famous for its artistic and historical heritage, Amsterdam, the Netherlands’ capital is a vacationer’s paradise.
In addition, the city has an elaborate canal system and narrow houses with gabled facades. Its treasure
trove of museums, cycling tours around the city, and vintage-filled shops among other attractions make you
extend your trip.

So, history buffs, art lovers, nature enthusiasts, and foodies, all have their fair share of reasons to visit this
inviting city. Take time to indulge in its colorful culture and savor its age-old charm. So, go through the
account here to know about the unmissable places in Amsterdam.

Top 5 Tourist Attractions in Amsterdam
Book American Airlines tickets to visit Amsterdam for a great journey. To add, make American Airlines
Seat Selection for a more delightful trip. After you are done with booking and seat selections, scroll down
to know the best hotspots that command your visit while in Amsterdam.

1.Rijksmuseum

The National Museum of the Netherlands, Rijksmuseum is all about Dutch history and arts. Housing more
than 250 rooms that showcase antiques and artworks, the museum has been standing since 1809.

Moreover, it is home to numerous paintings by artists of world fame. You can also admire modern art styles,
traditional handicrafts, and medieval sculptures. It also has a library with more than 35,000 books and
manuscripts.

2. NEMO Science Museum

Netherlands’ largest museum, NEMO Science Museum has a vast collection of exhibits, workshops, and
more. It attracts visitors of all ages.

Learn the process of functioning of bridges and the creation of lightning here. Demonstrations, experiments,
and videos along with wobbly skyscrapers will leave you in awe.

3. Royal Palace of Amsterdam

Fondly called the City Hall of Amsterdam, the Royal Palace of Amsterdam is nearly 350 years old. Standing
in Dam Square, it is one of the three palaces that still serve as the royal official residences.

Take a guided palace tour to marvel at huge chandeliers, spectacular sculptures, and beautiful paintings
among other attractions.

4. Western Church

Holding its head high since the 17th century, the Western Church is also called Westerkerk. It has been a
silent spectator to the Dutch Protestant Calvinism reform. There is a grave of Rembrandt, a Dutch Golden
Age painter, printmaker, and draftsman.

Here you can also take a closer look at Gothic design elements and the impact of the Renaissance on
architecture.

5. Anne Frank House
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This is a biographical museum that holds a poignant aura. Melancholy wrapped around, the museum invites
you to take a sneak peek into the life that commoners lead during the Second World War under Nazi rule.

It is dedicated to a teenage Jewish girl Anne Frank who penned her daily life while hiding from the Nazis.
The place will overwhelm you.

It is noteworthy that if you are traveling here at the age of 65 or above, book with American Airlines
Senior Discount to save big.

Wrapping Up
Simply put, with an Amsterdam vacation, you delight in a myriad variety of attractions. From historical
wonders and sacred sites to works of architectural prowess, Amsterdam never fails to surprise you.

Nature lovers can also have their share of bounty to marvel at. So, go floating with its flower market on
water, take canal rides, soak up its heritage, and shop till you drop. So, book your Amsterdam flight tickets
for a trip like never before.
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